
Guild Wars 2 Stress Test Thought and Release Date! 

(TL;DR – Guild Wars 2 is amazing and you should pre-purchase it for access to the 

final beta weekend in July and to start playing 3 days earlier than everyone else 

(25/08/12)) 

Wednesday 17th June saw ArenaNet, the developers of Guild Wars and the highly 

anticipated Guild Wars 2, run their second server stress test for Guild Wars 2. 

Having pre-purchased the game from the official website I got myself entry into the 

stress test and the upcoming Beta Weekend in July (along with 3 days head start 

and an in game piece of armour). 

Having played Guild Wars 1 when it came out originally, something about it didn’t 

stick with me. I was playing World of Warcraft at the time too and World of Warcraft 

just felt like the better game even though you had to pay monthly for it. So I came 

into Guild Wars 2 not knowing what to expect from actually playing it, even though I 

have watched countless YouTube videos on the game. 

 

Logging In And Character Creation 

My first thought when even logging in was just “ermergerhd”. The log in screen is 

slick, with just a white background and the Guild Wars 2 dragon logo in the 

background, with the textures changing on the logo to give the impression you’re 

looking through a window at concept art. 

 

Logging in when the servers went live I made my character. During the Beta you only 

have access to three races; The Charr (huge bull like creatures), Humans (pretty 



self-explanatory) and The Norn (Like humans but bigger, sort of based on Vikings). 

When the game launches there will another two races added; The Asura (Cute little 

gnomish creatures) and The Sylvari (pretty much just elves). 

I decided to make a female Norn character, which then brought to me to the class 

select screen. One of the unique things about Guild Wars 2 is that race doesn’t limit 

class. Whereas in games like World of Warcraft, depending what race you were, 

some classes were locked from you, for example you couldn’t have a human druid 

etc. 

ArenaNet have said from the start they don’t want to limit players fun, so anyone can 

be anything. 

I elected to play a Mesmer, someone who relies on illusions and de-buffing the 

enemy, making them blind and confused etc. The classes you can be are as follows: 

Mesmer, Engineer, Thief, Guardian, Necromancer, Ranger, Warrior and 

Elementalist, the classes, or professions as they are called in Guild Wars, are so 

varied and different from other games that I recommend you read about them on the 

official site as I would probably not get what they do across properly. 

http://www.guildwars2.com/en/the-game/professions/ 

 

After you pick your profession you then go to the customisation screen, and the options are 

amazing. You can pick from pre-set faces and body types and then you can go in and edit 

these further with sliders, messing around with things like brow depth, and jaw width etc. 

 

http://www.guildwars2.com/en/the-game/professions/


 

After you choose your race and profession and then decide what you want to look 

like you are asked a series of questions were you have to fill in the blanks and 

decide your characters personal back story, this decides parts of your “personal 

story” and how certain character will react to you. It then comes together at the 

screen were you “sign” your name on a letter that details the past you have picked 

for yourself. A good thing about the name is that you can have whatever you want, 

and if someone else has the same name as you it doesn’t matter (if you meet them 

on screen after your name above your character will be 4 digits that are part of your 

account). You can also have second names or even “Bob The Thief” for example. 

This can really add to the immersion if you’re into roleplaying. 

 



So character picked I logged into the actual game world finally and I was greeted 

with the opening cinematic, which explains a little about my race and mentions some 

of the things you picked for your characters background too. 

 

Graphics 

Once that is over you are in the game world free to move about as you please. My 

first thoughts when I logged in? Wow this is beautiful. I have to tell you that this is a 

Beta and they have not optimised the engine fully yet to take advantage of all GPUs 

etc. Even so the game is still beautiful, on full graphics on my computer (specs at the 

end) the framerate became unstable at some points but most of the time was 

perfect. 

 

The game is very stylised and even on lowest settings it still looks amazing. It has an 

air of “concept art” about it, like everything has been painted into the world, in one of 

the promotional videos for Guild Wars 2, you can see how closely the game world 

matches the concept art as it shows a painting of a castle and the sky behind it and 

then it shifts and suddenly we’re looking at the castle in the game with the sky 

behind it and it is almost indistinguishable.   



 

Gameplay 

Gameplay wise the game is also brilliant, so much better than the standard MMO 

style of “click, wait for cool down, click again”. While not as dynamic as the combat of 

the recent subscription based MMO Tera (in that you have an aiming reticule and 

actually have to aim your spells) it is still dynamic and fluid. 

The way the game works is you have 10 abilities mapped to your bar at the bottom. 

 

The five on the left are based on what weapon you are holding. 1 to 3 are your main 

hand weapons abilities and 4 to 5 are your off hand (and 1 to 5 are your abilities if 

you’re holding a two handed weapon). 

These are tied to the type of weapon you’re holding, so for example if you equip a 

sword you will have the set 3 sword abilities and no matter which sword you wield 

you will only have those 3 abilities. With each weapon you use you start with just one 

ability and the more you use it the more quickly you will unlock the second one. In 

the screen shot above you can see I am half way to unlocking my off-hand gun 

ability, I did this by using the Number 4 ability over and over again. 

The five on the right are your utility spells: Number six is your heal, 7, 8 and 9 are 

your class skills, these are the ones that are more traditional skills were you have to 



spend skill points you gain from levelling to “buy” them, and then 0 is your Elite Skill. 

This is a very powerful skill that has a long cool down and is mainly used when the 

battle isn’t going your way. 

 

The Elite Skill is decide on both class and race. For example a Race Elite Skill is 

decide, well by your race. The Norn in the lore commune with animals spirits (Raven, 

Bear, Snow Leopard and Wolf) and with the elite skill you can take on the form of 

one of those spirits, the skill is called “Become The….”, this skill lasts about 30 

seconds before you turn back into your normal form. Each time you transform your 

1-5 skills change to reflect your form. 

Profession Elite Skill is again decided on your Profession. The example I have seen 

so far is the Elementalist who can turn into a tornado and move around knocking 

mobs down. 

The orange bar that curves around your health “circle” is your stamina bar, and this 

is used for when you dodge, yes! You can dodge. You either double tap which ever 

direction you want to go, for example on the WASD set up, double tapping S will you 

roll you back, but you can also press V whilst holding down which ever direction 

you’re running in and this will dodge you out of the way. 

This is a really great feature that I never thought I would need in an MMO, but it 

helps get you out of the way of enemy attacks and their AOE (Area of Effect) spells 

very quickly and fluidly, and is quicker than just running out of the area. 

Questing 

Questing in Guild Wars 2 is so much more fun than traditional MMO’s. No longer do 

you have to right click on yellow exclamation marks, trawl through a huge block of 

text (who even reads those?) and then click accept and go on your way. I have to 



say there is a little of that, but this is only when you have to talk to someone as part 

of your “dynamic story line”, which is a line of quests unique to only you, these 

quests usually take part in “instances”, a section of the map that is cordoned off and 

only you can access (you can bring in a friend too but they can’t do the quest).  

The actually co-operative questing element in the non-instanced sections of the 

world go something like this. 

 

When you go to a new area you can see on your map little heart symbols that are 

not “filled in”. 

 

In this area someone will want you to do something for them and you normal have a 

number of options to go about doing this quest. For example, where I was when I 

screenshot that symbol above, someone wanted me to help keep the farm running. 

You then get a progress bar and a number of things “fill” the bar leading to 

completion of the quest. In this example I had to feed the farmers cows, water her 

crops, flatten wormholes and fight off bandits, it didn’t matter how many of each I did 

it all added up in the bar. So I could have killed entirely just bandits, or I could have 

killed some bandits and fed some cows. In addition, everyone in the area doing the 

quest helps with this goal, and you get rewarded on how much you contributed. So 

for example if I killed 1 bandit I would have probably just got a copper medal, and my 

rewards (experience, money and karma points) would have reflected this, whereas if 

I killed a lot of bandits and fed the cows I would have got a Gold medal and would 

have been rewarded based on that. 

Also during questing, things called dynamic events happen, what happens when this 

occurs is a message comes up at the side of your screen in orange telling you that 

something is happening. For example, I was going about my business just helping 

the world when suddenly a group of centaurs came stampeding into the area and as 

a group everyone in the area rushed over and had to kill the centaurs, breaking their 

morale and sending them running back to where they belong. In this screenshot the 

objective was to kill a drake boss which spawned. 

 

 

 



PVP 

Unfortunately during my few hours playing I didn’t get to do any PvP (Player Versus 

Player), but there is a big focus on PvP in Guild Wars 2. The way this works is 

anyone at any level can play PvP, you are levelled up to level 80 and you get gear 

accordingly, there are no PvP “brackets” like in World of Warcraft were only people 

within a certain level could play with others of the same level. In Guild Wars 2 you 

can play with everyone no matter what level you are. The main focus of PvP is 

WvWvW (World vs World vs World). In WvWvW, three “worlds” or servers, are pitted 

against each other on various maps where you have to control keeps on the maps, 

and the maps are huge, each having four keeps, one central keep and one for each 

realm. The more keeps you hold the more points you get and then at the end of the 

week the servers are match made and the winning teams move on up to play other 

winning teams and the losing teams go down and play with other losing teams, to 

help keep the game challenging etc. 

Release Date 

When does this amazing game come out you say?! The launch date was announced 

last night, the game is coming out on the 28th of August this year and if you pre-

purchase it you can start playing on the 25th. See you in Tyria! 

System Specs 

 

CPU: Intel Core i5-3570K @ 3.4GHz 

GPU: Nvidia Geforce GTX 560 - 1GB 

Ram: 8GB 


